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Are you running your business or is it running you?
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Is this you? 

Many of the most successful entrepreneurs and business 
leaders work longer hours and get less return on their 
investments of time and money. 

Maybe you wrestle with some of these challenges:   
  

• Lack of Control over time, markets or your company

• People who don't listen, understand or follow through

• Pro�t that's inconsistent and/or there's not enough

• Growth happens, but you can't break through to the next 
   level

• Quick Fixes that come and go, bringing little change with 
   continued frustrations

Don’t let the business run you!

Get a grip on your business

Join Martin Andrew's powerful, inspirational presentation 
that will introduce you to the Six Key Components™ of a 
successful business.

Martin's interactive style and experience-based real world 
insight makes this an eye-opening event for growth-oriented 
business leaders. 

At the conclusion of this workshop, you will walk away with a 
set of simple practical tools that you and your leadership 
team can use immediately to focus on priorities, get clear on 
issues and gain traction together as a healthier, functional 
and cohesive team.

                                Guest Speaker: Martin Andrew, 
                                Certi�ed EOS Implementer™,      
                                Owner - Traction Matters Ltd
 
                                    Martin helped set up a small travel 
                                    franchise business at the age of 21 before                 
                                    embarking on a 20 year journey in 
                                    leadership roles across a broad and diverse   
                                    group of international award winning  
                                    companies.
                

In 2010 he returned to his entrepreneurial roots and has been 
working with owners, investors and leadership teams helping 
them grow so they get more of what they want from their 
business - and ultimately their lives.

Real simple results

"We implemented the EOS system into our business and it’s one 
of the best things we ever did. Our leadership team has 
developed into a vibrant, healthy and dynamic group and 
wherever we look across the organisation we see our people 
rowing in the same direction. I would urge any entrepreneur or 
business owner seeking to scale up and grow their business to 
engage Martin."
Mathew Hassell, CEO, Founder CoachHire.com

"We had committed to EOS as the platform for our business but 
we were �nding it di�cult to implement it properly by ourselves. 
Working with Martin has been a revelation. We have been able 
to implement EOS better and faster with his help and he has 
been instrumental in helping us build a committed and focused 
team for the business. "
Phil Jepson, Chairman, Owner Jepson Holt


